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Big bugs, big celebrations and big news!
They are all happening at the Zoo this
year.
The Zoo is celebrating its 40th anniversary and is planning months and months
of amazing events to highlight the
progress and the programs that have taken
life at the Zoo over these four decades.
The year’s festivities begin on March
29, when the Zoo (re)opens kidzone, a
completely reimagined and renovated
play-and-learn area contrived to bring joy,
exploration and discovery to the precious
visitors who arrive here bursting with
excitement about a world they are just
beginning to know. The exhibit holds
challenges and rewards designed especially for children between the ages of
two and 12 and has set aside rocks, rills,
water, trees and sky to get these
youngsters connecting with
nature and with each other.
Along with the sheer fun of opening
kidzone, the Zoo is bringing in kid-sized
entertainment to spice up March 29 and
30. Among other things, the days’ adventures will include a giant puppet parade
and performances by Big Bang Boom!
That same weekend, Bugs: An Epic
Adventure, will open, too, with a gigantic
gathering of the most amazing, charming,
awe-inspiring, intriguing and enthralling
big and animatronic bugs our readers and
visitors could imagine. The 13 oversized
and anatomically accurate insects and
arachnids replace the dinosaur exhibits
that were here in 2012 and 2013. Unlike
the dinosaurs, though, this exhibit shines

a spotlight and a microscope on species
that live in our time but not at our scale.
Later in the year, the Zoo will complete
its reopening of the Rocky Coast with the
unveiling of a second Polar Bear area and
the BB&T carnivore cave. But, visitors do
not have to wait for that opening to meet
Patches, the Zoo’s new Polar Bear. She
has been on exhibit since January and
will stay on exhibit before, during and
after the second Polar Bear habitat opens.
Other fun animals on the lineup for this
Leaf *
Insects

weekend and the entire anniversary year
include three new cougar cubs, four chimpanzee and two gorilla toddlers, a new
California Sea Lion youngster, a new
River Otter pup and herds of elephants,
giraffes, bison, elk and more. The animal
roster is amazing.
So much is planned for 2014 that you
will want to visit the Zoo again and
again! It is going to be a great year to
revisit and celebrate the nature and the
animals that have flourished at the Zoo
for 40 years. Come join the fun with us.
Jayne Owen Parker, Ph. D., Editor

The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on
Christmas Day. Winter hours begin November 1 and extend from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Standard admission prices are $12 for adults, $10 for
seniors and $8 for children. Zoo Society members and registered
North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free
parking, free tram and shuttle service, picnic areas, visitor rest
areas, food service and gift shops.

For information, call 1-800-488-0444.

Please recycle your ALIVE magazine. To locate the
closest magazine recycling area in your city, call “Solid
Waste Management” or “Recycling” under the City or
County listings of your phone book.

The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The NC Zoo Society is the non-profit organization
that supports the North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.
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The Zoo is celebrating its

40th anniversary in 2014

and, from March 29 through
October 31, it is marking this milestone year with opening after opening of new and wonderful exhibits
for visitors to see and enjoy.

Dung
Beetle *

Not least among the new collections is an Epic Bug
Adventure that will open on March 29. This big, bright temporary exhibit will supplant last year’s life-size collection of
dinosaurs with a herd of larger-than-life-size, animatronic,
anatomically detailed bugs.
This gathering of superbugs intermingles 10 insects with
three arachnids (two superbly gigantic spiders and one amazingly overblown scorpion). Taken together, the two groups
provide a human-scaled look at some of the most amazing,
but poorly understood, animals on Earth.
Built to a scale that we can barely detect, real bugs can
fool the naive into thinking that they are not actual animals.
From a vertebrate-centered perspective, their diminutive
stature and absent spines seem reasons aplenty to flick bugs
into an alien group that sits below and behind the group to
which we and our fellow mammals belong.
But, like it or not, creatures do not need spines to stand
among the animals. Bugs and their kin meet every require-
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ment listed for full citizenship in the Animal
Kingdom. They live inside multicellular, structured bodies. They navigate with complex
sense organs. They flex muscles to spontaneously, and independently, hop, run,
swim, jump or otherwise propel forward
and back. They feed through mouths that are eager to gobble
up plants or animals.
Well, that depends. “Bug” means different things to different
people. Bug specialists (“entomologists”) use the name sparingly, reserving it exclusively for insects that belong to the
Hemiptera Family. Hemipteras’ devilishly piercing mouths
set them apart from other sucking insects and wipe a broad
swath of notoriety over the members inside this clan.
Bedbugs, Boll-weevils, Aphids and similar suckers are true
bugs and have done more than their share to give bugs a bad
name.
On the other hand, ordinary folk drop “bug” on the back of
just about any smallish, terrestrial beast with an outer skeleton and more than two pairs of legs. In this vernacular, spiders, ants, millipedes and all manner of hard-bodied beasts
tumble under the “bug” umbrella, even though spiders, ants
and millipedes have less in common with an entomologist’s
“bug” than an elephant has with a fish.

When is an Animal a “Bug?”

Carpenter Ant *

Our failure to register the striking differences among these animals—spiders, after all
have eight legs, insects only six—springs, at
least in part, from the hardships we encounter
when trying to come face to face with a bug. Fish and elephants meet our gaze from heads of respectable size.
Sometimes, they even seem to smile. Bugs do none of that.
Mostly, they keep their tiny heads down and their bodies
close to the ground. Oh, and good luck on finding any lips,
much less a grin, among the armored plates encasing their
tiny faces.
Truth is, bugs differ so much from us that they can make
us feel uneasy. We prefer to hang out with animals our own
size and closer to our own shape. Ask us to look down and
squint at some tiny smear scurrying across the floor, and we
tend to lose our focus. We need tools—microscopes or magnifying lenses—to bring bugs up to a size that we can actually appreciate.
The Zoo’s celebratory bug collection does just that, overcoming our longing for visual parity by setting out a swarm
of life-like bugs that stand tall enough to give us a satisfying
gander. The transition makes them manageable: big enough
to fill a gaze and authentic enough to inspire some curiosity—maybe even a little respect. And, their lifelike details
reveal heretofore invisible features that make a bug’s life
worthy of examination.
Take a walk through the Zoo’s BUGS: An Epic Adventure
and one anatomical truth quickly becomes self-evident: when
bugs have legs, their legs have joints. At a human scale,
bugs’ legs and feet virtually crinkle with joints—often bending in more than seven places!
Jointed appendages appear on every animal with an
exoskeleton. The pairing of a crunchy outer coating with
hinged limbs is so ubiquitous that scientists used the connection to assign all the animals with exoskeletons to a single
major group, the Phylum “Arthropoda,” or “animals with
jointed legs.” This Phylum fills its ranks with all the insects,
all the spiders, all the millipedes, all the lobsters, all the
crabs and all the so-many-more-animals that live inside a
hard, crusty shell.
By far the most heavily populated of all the Phyla, the
modern Arthropoda account for nearly 90 percent of Earth’s
animals. Almost a million species’ names line up on the
Arthropod roster, and most experts surmise that another million or more sit, waiting in the wilderness, for someone to
discover and name them.
By comparison, the Phylum Chordata, the one where
Homo sapiens find a place, claims all the species that string

their skeletons around an internal backbone. So
far, the Chordata recognizes only 75,000 members
—and nearly half of those are fish.
The Arthropods’ striking diversity arises, in
part, from the longevity laid down by many of its
members; a longevity that has benefited from the
Arthropods’ evolutionary decision to live inside small bodies.
Compared to large bodies, small ones require less water and
space and fewer jolts of energy to keep moving. Cruising
life’s arenas with tapped-down needs helped many an
Arthropod secure enough food, water and shelter to sneak
through the various famines, droughts or catastrophes that
brought larger species to their knees.
While many a big-boned species tripped, hungry and tired,
into extinction, cohorts of small-scaled Arthropods crept gingerly through to better times. But, being small is not the
same as being perfect, and many features that prepared
Arthropods to run successfully through the eons also trapped
them on an evolutionary path that will keep them forever
small.

Bugs Hang Out on Joints

Ants tending Aphids *
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For one thing, their external skeletons.
It is no wonder that Arthropods have exoskeletons. Tiny
bodies need crusty exteriors to hold them together and to
shield them against the elements. An internal skeleton would
never work in a beetle. Shrink a spine and some ribs down to
fit inside a beetle-sized body, and the resulting pine-needle
thin bones would snap faster than raw spaghetti.
But, while exoskeletons offer a workable solution for tiny
bodies, exoskeletons also limit how large a body can grow.
Scaling that armor up to encase a six-foot bug would lead to
plates so thick and heavy that the bug would collapse under
their weight.
Scaling bodies way up or way down alters their weights,
strengths and surface areas in mathematically predictable,
and inequitable, ways. Double a body’s size, and its weight
increases eightfold but its muscles gain only four times as
much strength. These inequities guarantee that the bigger a
bug gets, the harder it is going to fall!
Besides, making bugs much bigger would, quite literally,
take their breath away. Bugs do not have lungs like ours.
Their relatively inflexible outer coatings have limited capacity to rise and fall to the beat of internal bellows. But, small
as they are, Arthropods can grasp nearly all the air they need
by letting it drift in on its own.

What Holds Bugs Down?

Spiracles

Arthropods catch their breath through little windows,
called “spiracles,” that open on both sides of their bodies.
The random movement of air molecules is enough to send
them tumbling through these spiracles and into hollow tubes
waiting on the other side. The tubes, “tracheae,” snake into
the Arthropod’s body, branching and narrowing until they
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Leaf Cutter Ants *

dead end at a membrane that is thin and wet enough for oxygen to seep out and into the surrounding cells. At the same
time, carbon dioxide in these cells seeps the other way, gathering inside the tracheae and bumping its way out through
the spiracle.
The system is remarkably passive. No lungs like ours
pump air in and out. No red-blood cells like ours snap up
oxygen to haul to the hinter-cells. Air molecules just nonchalantly bump through the system, floating at the mercy of
nature’s obsession with equality. Where nature rules, molecules predictably flow from high densities to low densities—
a law that directs oxygen and carbon dioxide to migrate in
opposite directions from either side of the trachea.
Efficient and economical for small animals, this ebb-andflow diffusion system breaks down when molecules have to
travel farther than a millimeter or so. Stretch the route much
beyond that maximum and the molecules poke along too
slowly to fuel the demands of living cells.
Finally, at least one other attribute of the Arthropod’s outer
armor seals these creatures away from a future among the
tall. Their exoskeletons have to grow in spurts.
Arthropods secrete their exoskeletons from cells that sit on
the top layer of their skin. Once secreted, the top layer of the
exoskeleton takes a little time to harden, but once it does, its
size is fixed. To grow larger, the body inside has to shred this
exoskeleton, then shed it and replace it with a larger model.
Once this protective coating falls away, the Arthropod is
virtually defenseless. Not only is its body exposed to predators, a molting Arthropod has lost the leverage it needs to set
its body in motion. Muscles need a hard skeleton to latch
onto and pull against. No skeleton, no pull, no way to get
away.

Because bugs are small, they exhibit powers and face dangers that
we can barely imagine. They can, for example, jump to the same
heights that we and the other animals can reach—about three feet
off the ground. And, they can lift and carry loads that are thousands
of times heavier than their own bodies.
The geometry of scale helps to explain their super feats of
strength. For, just as doubling a bug’s size would make it eight times
heavier but only four times stronger, scaling it down by half makes it
one-fourth as strong and just one-eighth as heavy. This change leaves
the muscles looking stronger because they suddenly have so little
mass to push around.
This lack of mass means, too, that gravity hardly affects bugs.
There is just not enough bug to give gravity something to attract.
But, bugs have to contend with forces that are nearly too weak for
us to notice. One of these, the pull of the electrical forces that
hold molecules together, is strong enough to help bugs walk
up walls and across ceilings, and it is also strong enough to
drag them to a watery grave.
The danger results from the stickiness of water—a phenomenon powerful enough to make it hard to tug on a wet
bathing suit or to pull off a wet pair of socks. At human
scale, water’s tug amounts to an occasional inconvenience—
but, at a bug’s level, that pull can prove fatal. The smaller the
bug, the more danger it faces when it leans out to take a
drink. If the water draws it in, the bug is a goner. It can never
break away from the water’s pull. To avoid this danger,
most small insects drink through a long proboscis—an
anatomical adaptation that likely evolved to save them
from tumbling into the drink.

Oddities in a Bug’s World

Honey
Bee *

*

Most are beneficial.
Only a small percentage of bugs harm people in any way,
and almost all bugs bestow benefits on the environment as
well as on people. In fact, without bugs, humans would not
survive. Aside from the role they play in keeping natural food
webs spinning, bugs provide a remarkable array of special
services.
Take Dung Beetles, for example. Their name explains
their diet, and they range wherever mammals make piles of
food available. If the dung beetles’ diet makes you queasy,
consider your plight without them—sitting among piles of
these unclaimed meals.
Now, pause for a minute to consider the pollinators— the
working casts of Arthropods that supply us with vine ripe
tomatoes, fresh watermelons and cantaloupes, hazelnuts, apples,
mustard, squash, tangerines, strawberries and so much more.
Without the help of these animals, mostly bees, none of these foods
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Things You Should Know
About Bugs
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Rhinocerous
Beetle *

would be available, or affordable, for
our consumption.
Not that fond of vegetables?
Well, try raising beef, pork or
chicken without some
Arthropods shoring up their food chains. Need
clover? Better get a bee. Want grass? You’ll need to line up

some ants to help turn over the soil. Looking
for alfalfa? It’s back to the bees again. All
animals, even strict carnivores, get their
food directly or indirectly from vegetation, and
most of that vegetation grows in a symbiotic partnership with one or more arthropod pals.

JAYNE OWEN PARKER, DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION EDUCATION

Bugs You’ll Meet at the Zoo

Thirteen species of animatronic bugs make up the collection of bugs that will open on March 29. The bugs include both insects
and arachnids—a distinction that will make a difference once you encounter examples that are big enough to flaunt their attributes. If you can count to eight, you can quickly and precisely shuttle the exhibit’s creatures into the proper categories, as

insects have six legs and arachnids have eight. There are other differences, of course, but you can rely on the legs alone to

walk you into the right category. See the map and list below of the bugs you may meet at the Zoo.

A. Spot Lady Bug
B. Grasshopper
C. Orb Web Spider
D. Dragonfly
E. Emperor Scorpion
F. Red Tailed Bumblebee
G. Stag Beetle
H. Black Ants
I. Praying Mantis
J. Mexican Red Knee Tarantula
K. Madagascar Sunset Moth
L. Bombardier Beetle
M. Say’s Firefly

Ticket
Cart
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Who’s New at the Zoo?

Patches, an exquisite, female Polar Bear, arrived at the NC Zoo in late
November, on loan to us from the Erie Zoo in Pennsylvania.
Patches is 26 years old and has settled comfortably into her new surroundings
after an initial few weeks of
balking when keepers tried
to bring her into her offexhibit holding area at the
end of each day. Patches just
wanted to stay outside all
the time. Of course, as long
as Patches stayed in her
exhibit, the keepers could
not enter it to clean or carry
out routine maintenance.
Fortunately, after a month
of diligent training, keepers
were able to help Patches
VALERIE ABBOTT
begin to establish a daily
routine that included a trip into her off-exhibit quarters.
Prior to Patches’ arrival, Zoo officials had already been working with the
Association of Zoos & Aquariums’ Polar Bear Species Survival Program and
with the US Fish and Wildlife Service to acquire some additional Polar Bears
for the Zoo. The Zoo will be ready to accept additional Polar Bears when it
completes an $8.5 million renovation and expansion project that has been
underway at the Rocky Coast for the last two years. This new complex should
open this fall as part of the Zoo’s yearlong celebration of its 40th anniversary. In
the meantime, Patches will be on exhibit in her outdoor habitat and pool at the
Rocky Coast.
Dyson, a robust, young Sea Lion, is also on exhibit at the Rocky Coast. About
two years old, he is active, playful and delightful to watch! Dyson came to the
Zoo from Sea World San Diego, which acquired him after he was found
stranded and alone on La Jolla Beach in 2012. Staff at Sea World San Diego
rehabilitated him and, upon determining that he could not be released back into
the wild, worked with the National Marine Fisheries Service to find him a
placement here. Sea World San Diego rescues and rehabilitates about 400
marine mammals every year. Most of them are returned to the wild, but animals
that lack the capacity to survive on their own come under the jurisdiction of the
National Marine Fisheries Service. When possible, these animals are placed on
loan to accredited U.S. zoos and aquariums.
Dyson has adjusted
well to his new home in
North Carolina. He
earned his name, by the
way, because of his
appetite and his eating
habitats: He goes after
fish like a vacuum
cleaner goes after dust!
Look for him in the
Rocky Coast pool that
he shares with two
Harbor Seals.

Donor List for Polar Bear

With our Deepest
Appreciation

After years of thoughtful preparation and
artful design and construction, the Zoo is
poised to complete the re-opening of the
Rocky Coast exhibit with the addition of a
second Polar Bear exhibit and its companion educational programs. This opening is planned for the fall and will be one
of the major highlights of the Zoo’s 2014,
year-long 40th anniversary celebration.
The Zoo Society and the Zoo owe their
deepest thanks to the hundreds of individuals and organizations that made donations ranging from one dollar to many
thousands of dollars to upgrade this popular exhibit. Thank you all.
Below is a listing of the donors who
made significant contributions to this project by donating $20,000 or more toward
this major capital campaign. Thank you
for these remarkable gifts.
Bob and Bonnie Meeker
Randolph Friends of the Zoo
BB&T
Molly Millis Hedgecock and Molly Millis
Hedgecock Donor Advised Fund
The Estate of William H. and Muriel J. Fox
F.M. Kirby Foundation
Talmadge and Ian Silversides
The Timken Foundation of Canton
Jesse Millis
Peter and Ona Pickens
The Cannon Foundation
Randolph Telephone
The Estate of Millicent Marsden
Emily Millis-Hiatt Foundation Fund
J. Richard and Sybel F. Hayworth
Foundation
Pennies for Polar Bears—
Thanks to NC School children
Dell Foundation
John W. and Anna H. Hanes Foundation
The Donald & Elizabeth Cooke
Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Johnson, Jr.
Pat & Mary Norris Oglesby
Mr. and Mrs. Scott E. Reed
The Estate of Mr. & Mrs. Richard J.
Eamich
The Wachovia Foundation
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Kids— at the HEART of the
K

ids and their new, improved play zone lie at the heart of the Zoo’s big 40th
anniversary celebration. On March 29, we will open the best play spot, ever,

for youngsters at the Zoo.
The opening will mark the culmination of a multimillion dollar revamping of the original kidzone and will open up worlds of outdoor adventures for children to explore and
play in. The newly designed interior boasts a stone maze, stream, trees, rocks and all
kinds of equipment for building forts, making mud pies and slaying imaginary dragons.
The Zoo’s education staff invested three years in testing and modifying the play
areas that were incorporated into the new playground. With help from the Natural
Learning Initiative of the College of Design at NC State University, Zoo staff set out
prototype play areas and opened them up for testing by play area experts (a.k.a.
“children”). Staff watched the children playing and culled out activities and equipment
that did not challenge or engage the youngsters.
The Zoo’s determination to revamp kidzone reflects a commitment to get children
playing outside so that they can enjoy all the benefits of nature. Besides helping children develop their muscles and their minds, these outdoor experiences will reinforce
the Zoo’s efforts to strengthen the bonds that children form with nature and with
animals. Zoo staff understands that the best way to link children to nature is to let
them play in it. And, the Zoo and other wise educators know that, while outdoor play
can guide children to adopt caring and wise attitudes toward nature, these same
activities simultaneously promote the cognitive, physical and social skills that children
need to succeed in school.
The Zoo has committed to opening this play area, with all of its natural enticements,
and staffing the area with trained play leaders who can help children and their families
get the most out of the equipment and the playground. This staff will also work with
small animals that have been trained for the educational programming that will unfold
inside kidzone. These informal programs will give visitors an opportunity to come
close to and learn about these animals.
The playground has been ideally fashioned for children between the ages of around
two and 12 and offers outdoor challenges that we hope will get children running,
climbing, exploring and, if they so desire, reflecting and relaxing in the fresh air.
These programs will help children and their parents learn to play better, smarter and
safer outdoors. The programs also emphasize those aspects of play that strengthen
the emotional bonds among family members and other play participants and that reinforce learning activities with the feeling of joy that accompanies successful play.
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e Zoo

With Our Deepest Appreciation
The Zoo, the Zoo Society and the children
of North Carolina want to thank these very
generous donors for their support of this
playground and the programs that it will
bring to light.
RTI International—for its gift to build
kidzone’s Training and Research Building
Bob and Bonnie Meeker
Institute of Museum and Library Services
Duke Energy Foundation
The Donald and Elizabeth Cooke
Foundation
J. Richard and Sybel F. Hayworth
Foundation
Randolph Hospital Community Health
Foundation
UPS
Spring 2014 | 9

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL SAFARI

Extraordinary Travel at Extraordinary Prices

The Zoo Society has teamed up with some of our top travel partners to offer our members travel programs that are priced and organized
to meet the budgets of young professionals and seasoned travelers. All of the trips visit the most important wildlife habitats along their
destination route and include special, in-depth educational opportunities to complement professional and amateur educators, biologists, naturalists and wildlife viewers. The company and the programs are always interesting when you travel with us.
To learn more about any of our trips, please call the Zoo Society (336.879.7250) during regular business hours, or visit our Web site
at nczoo.com and select the "Travel" option on the home page menu.

Especially for Educators—
The Natural History of Trinidad and Tobago
Departs June 27, returns July 5
$3,958/per person: all inclusive,
including estimated international
airfare
Trip Leaders: Dave Davenport:
Zoologist and President of EcoQuest
Travel, Inc.
Mike Dunn: EcoQuest Travel Naturalist
and Education Specialist
This expedition was thoughtfully
designed to appeal to North Carolina
teachers who can, if they choose,
work with Zoo Society staff to earn
continuing education credits while
they are abroad. Trinidad and Tobago are the southernmost
islands in the Caribbean archipelago and, together, offer a rich
tapestry of wildlife that is representative of South America and
the Caribbean. Our itinerary will navigate through rain forests,
mangroves and grasslands but will focus primarily on the
islands’ marine ecosystems—especially the incredible patch and
fringing reefs that dot the shallows. Both islands teem with cultural and natural diversity, beautiful beaches, lush forests,
interesting wildlife, friendly people and the joyful rhythms of
steel drums. A magnificent trip for learning and relaxing.
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A Zookeeper’s Kenya
Departs October 30, returns November 8
$4,995/per person: air inclusive from Washington, DC
An introduction to Africa’s most thrilling landscapes,
wild places and cultural diversity. Classic Escapes
designed this budget-sensitive trip to give travelers a
dramatic introduction to Africa’s stunning wild animals.
The itinerary takes in a tree hotel, a tour of the privately
owned 24,000-acre Sweetwaters Reserve, the flamingolined shores of Lake Nakuru and a safari into the plains
of the famed Maasai Mara. This bargain-priced safari
will satisfy the curiosity and fuel the passions of zoo
employees, zoo aficionados and anyone who wants to
learn more about African wildlife. A 3-day optional,
pre-extension trip to Amboseli National Park and a 4day optional, post-extension trip to Mozambique are
available for this trip.

Botswana’s Water Wilderness

This safari begins in Johannesburg and travels to Maun, Okavango
Delta and Linyanti Reserve in Botswana. An optional pre-extension
trip to Cape Town, South Africa, and an optional post-extension
trip to Livingstone and Victoria Falls, Zambia, are available. Travel
arrangements have been made by Classic Escapes.

Travel to the Antarctic Peninsula:
Land of the Penguins
Departs January 16, returns on the 28, 2015
Prices begin at $7,477: international flight not included.
This journey begins with a flight from Buenos Aires to Ushuaia,
the capital of the province of Tierra del Fuego. From there, our
travelers will board the MS Fram and set a course to Antarctica.
The ship will sail through Drakes Passage into the Great
Southern Ocean and on to the endless, white wilderness of
Antarctica. Prepare to slip along Earth’s most amazing scenery,
including massive, sheer cliffs that drop straight into the sea
and magnificent icebergs that shimmer in changing shades of
blue. At several points along the way, passengers will have the
opportunity to sail into shore with an Expedition Team to get
close to and learn about the penguins, seals and seabirds at
home on this continent. Travel arrangements made by AAA.
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Departs November 6, returns on the 16
$6,895/person: international flight not included
Trip Leader: Dr. Mike Loomis, Zoo Chief Veterinarian
Dr. Loomis has been conducting research, leading elephant conservation projects and touring Africa for
nearly two decades. His knowledge of the landscape is
thorough and his love of African wildlife is passionate.
This tour is a joint adventure with the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Visit the NC Zoo Society’s Web site, nczoo.com, to learn more
about these trips and to review the other travel options the Zoo
Society is offering in 2014. Or, give us a call to speak to someone about any of our travel expeditions.

Love at
first flash

Say’s Firefly

A male firefly flashes a species-specific
light pattern; an attracted female will
answer with the same pattern.
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What’s Outside Your Window?
When spring draws leaf buds and flowers out into the Sun, we,
too, find ourselves drawn to nature. We pour out of our houses
to walk through neighborhoods, and we peek through windows
to follow the progress of trees, flowers, birds and squirrels as
they spring to life outside. Too often, though, we limit our worldview to the grand, glossing over the small worlds that come to
life, too, among the leaves and rocks at our feet.
Small as they are, these worlds take time to find and explore,
but the rewards they offer can be breathtaking. At very little cost
and with very little planning, we can visit foreign lands and
explore exotic places without stepping more than a few feet from
our front doors.
Even from behind a windowpane, we can see all manner of
colorful insects darting among greenery or follow the progress of
ants marching among the branches. Bees, butterflies and, even
dragonflies, can be counted on to make regular stops through a
yard dressed up with little more than some blooming flowers and
a safe, reliable water source.
Making room for even a small garden can fill a yard with butterflies that carry out their life cycles, feeding, breeding and laying their eggs just outside a window. Looking down, instead of
out is often all that is needed to reveal a string of ants parading
home from a hunting safari—each one hoisting its catch high
above its head. Follow these ant parades and you are likely to
uncover several colonies inside your yard, each one populated
by its own nest, soldiers and queen.
A simple magnifying glass and a bit of patience will likely
reveal that these nests contain several different species. And,
just a few minutes of thoughtful observation can reveal an array
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of details that distinguish the colonies, one from the next, as
each species becomes known by its own set of colors, behaviors and sizes. Explore more and the species may even tell you
about the character of your surroundings. A long line of large
Carpenter Ants, for example, trailing along a wooden beam or
wall can signal an attractive food supply for them and a developing structural problem for you.

Wonders I’ve Seen Through My Windows

Turtle Eggs: One summer, I spent the better part of an evening
watching a female Box Turtle dig a nest out of a patch of hard
red clay. She scraped through it with her front feet and, using
her hind feet, shoved out enough soil to form a shallow, nearly
round nest where she spent another half hour squeezing out a
small pile of moist, cream-colored eggs.
Her clutch completed, she crawled out and around the hole’s
perimeter, stopping here and there to shove the disturbed clay
back over her eggs. After she had filled the hole, she straddled it
and tamped the dirt down with her feet and the underside of her
shell. Her efforts left the nest nearly invisible.
A few days later, though, I watched a Common King Snake
work its snout over and into this same nest. Eventually, the
snake worked its way into the nest, cracked open one of the
eggs and swallowed its contents. Within an hour or so, the
snake had ingested every egg in the nest.

Lizard’s Licks: Over the years, lizards have played out hours of
drama from just outside my window. Five-lined Skinks find yards
as compatible as meadows and will dart up a wall as easily as
up an Oak. Their peacock-blue tails flash like beacons as the
lizards chase, capture and consume their insect prey.
Anoles, too, make lizard-watching easy from a window, even
though they change color to blend in with their surroundings. A
bright, nearly fluorescent green when on or amongst vegetation,
Anoles fade to brown when they take to a tree trunk or fence
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crow watched it, chased it,
grabbed it and took it soaring again. Over and over,
the crows took turns capturing and releasing the feather
in a round of social play that
unfolded in the comfort of a
suburban backyard.

post. Courting males add extra drama by standing nearly
motionless except for the bobbing of their heads and the
dewlaps that flash in and out of their throats in perfect time with
the bobbing.
This courting is easy to see, once you know what to look for,
but once my window opened up on an anole in the process of
shedding its skin. The process took nearly an hour as he struggled to shred, and then strip off,
ribbons of skin with his teeth
and claws. As each remnant of
skin pulled away, he gathered it
up, popped it into his mouth
and swallowed it whole.

Playing Crows: As compelling
as that natural moment was, it
wilts beside a backyard drama
that unfolded in a Zoo volunteer’s backyard. An avid and
skilled nature watcher, this volunteer, Mrs. Loretta Lutman,
once noticed a feather drifting
down from above her head.
She looked up to see where it
came from and saw a mob of
crows circling and calling overhead. Within seconds, one of
them peeled off and swooped
down, snatching the feather out
of the air. With the feather
clasped tightly in its bill, the
crow rose several yards and
then set the feather sailing
again. As it drifted, another

Window watching does not have to stop when the Sun goes
down. Security lights, street lights or even a full moon can light
up the night enough to make raccoons, opossums, deer and
other nocturnal animals visible from the safety of an indoor spot.
Bats, frogs and toads sometimes travel toward the lights, too,
drawn there by clouds of insects that become confused, and are
held captive, by the artificial lights.
Windows can do more than bring in light. They can bring in
visions of nature that can give pleasure to almost anyone.
Watching life’s dramas unfold through a window pane can be
nearly as exciting as traveling on an African safari.
Windows are made for watching. So, take some time this
spring to sit beside one of your windows and watch some of the
wild life taking place in your own backyard.

JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES

CARSTEN VOLKWEIN

IRA ESKINS

Watching at Night
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A 40th Anniversary Year-Long Celebration

Join us March 29 and 30 for the Kick-off
Celebration of 40 Wild Years at the Zoo!

DID YOU KNOW, your feet might smell,
but I can smell WITH my feet!

Saturday, March 29, the Zoo will hold
the premier opening for BUGS: An
Epic Adventure. This temporary exhibit
will host a collection of 13 really, really
big animatronic bugs!
Throughout that weekend, music,
dancing and laughter will fill the Park
as Big Bang Boom, The Healing Force
and the Zoopendous Chorus perform.
And, be sure to be here when
Paperhand Puppet Intervention leads
a giant puppet parade at the kidzone!
That weekend the Zoo will also
officially re-open its newly renovated
kidzone—a wild place for kids ages
two through 12 to build forts, play in a
stream, climb rocks, circle through a
stone maze, make mud pies and climb
up a canopy walk.
Experienced play leaders will staff

kidzone throughout the year to help
kids and parents learn ways to get the
most out of an outdoor romp in the
sunshine. (See more on page 8.)
In the fall, the Zoo’s 40th
Anniversary Celebration will reach a
crescendo when the Zoo unveils a
second Polar Bear habitat and its
accompanying interactive signage
about the Arctic, Polar Bears and
Global Climate Change. The Zoo
began planning this $8.5 million
expansion and renovation to the Polar
Bear exhibit and the rest of Rocky
Coast in 2004. Don’t miss its official
opening.
Visit the NC Zoo’s Website at
nczoo.org to find out more about its
anniversary plans as they unfold
throughout the year.

Thank yous go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or more to the Society, September 9 through December 31, 2013.
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ZOO happenings
NORTH CAROLINA ZOO EVENTS are for everyone
and, unless otherwise noted, are free with admission. For
more information, call 1.800.488.0444.
Go Backstage with US. We have the key that gives you access to
the keepers and all that happens behind the scenes.

ALL YEAR
Happy 40th Anniversary, NC Zoo!

MARCH

B A C K S TA G E PA S S E S

29-30 Anniversary Kick-off
Opening: Bugs: An Epic Adventure : $5

MARCH

Opening: The NEW kidzone

DATE

Entertainment by: Big, Bang, Boom; The Healing Force;
Zoopendous Chorus; and Paperhand Puppet
Intervention

APRIL
12 Amphibian Awareness Day :
Jump for Joy for Frogs

15
22
22
29

TIME

EVENT

3 p.m.
1:15 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Backstage with the Chimps
Meet & Feed the Gorillas
Meet the Grizzly
Meet & Feed the Elephants

Member Cost

$100
SOLD OUT
$85
$99

APRIL
5
12
12
19
19

19 & 20 Earth Day : Join our party
for the planet. Dance to African
drums and explore new ways to
take care of the Earth.

M AY
10 Birds & Blooms : Fun at the Aviary and a celebration
of International Migratory Bird Day
17 & 18 Save Our Snakes : Get acquainted with some
native snakes and the roles they play in nature.

JUNE
ingimage.com

7 World Oceans Day : Join the global celebration.

1:30 p.m.
8:15 a.m.
1:15 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
5:30 p.m.

Meet & Feed the Puffins
Early Bird, Private Aviary Tour
Meet & Feed the Gorillas
Rare Rhino Barn Tour
Meet & Feed the Giraffes

$75
$85
$89
$85
$99

M AY
3
1:15 p.m.
Seals Behind the Scenes
$85
17
8 a.m.
Wake Up with the Animals! Members FREE
{Members: Call 336-879-7250 to buy tickets for non-member guests}
17
17
17
24

11 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
1:15 p.m.

Meet & Feed the Otters
Meet & Feed the Elephants
Backstage with the Chimps
Meet & Feed the Gorillas

$90
$99
$100
$89

Early Bird, Private Aviary Tour

$85

JUNE
7

8:15 a.m.

To sign up online, click on EVENTS at nczoo.com, or call us
during regular business hours (336-879-7250). Add $10 to purchase
tickets for non-members. Prices are ‘per person’ unless otherwise
noted. All or most of the cost of an event is tax-deductible as a donation to support the NC Zoo’s Conservation Programs.
Got questions? Call or send an email to jparker@nczoo.com.

Since 1998, Paperhand Puppet Intervention has been using cardboard, corn starch,
bamboo, old house paints, and other assorted junk to create giant puppets, masks,
and more. The Paperhand Puppet’s parades, pageants, and shows are celebrations
for everyone to enjoy as expressions of love for the Earth and its creatures.
Throughout the year, Paperhand takes puppets to special events, celebrations
and festivals for parades and processions. Puppets featured in parades can include
giant 3-6 operator puppets, masks, cardboard flats and flags. Parades can feature
anywhere from 25–150+ people of all ages.

Performances at the Zoo March 29 and 30—JOIN US!
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Blue-eyed Darner

Dragonflies may be nature’s
most effective hunters, with a
95 percent midair capture rate.

Stag Beetle

Stage Beetles use their large mandibles the way male deer
use antlers, to fight opponents; hence, the bug's name.

Black Ants

Ants are social. Usually a human
brain and a Black Ant Colony have
the same number of brain cells.

Giant Devil’s Flower Mantis

This mantis uses its stunning display to mimic a
flower in order to lure in unsuspecting prey.
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Seven Spot Ladybug

Ladybugs, also called “ladybirds,”
can eat over 5,000 aphids a year—
very lucky for gardeners!

PHOTOS AND TEXT ADAPTED FROM MATERIAL PROVIDED BY GIANT BUG COMPANY, A DIVISION OF BILLINGS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

I’m a MOTH-not a butterfly!

Emperor
Scorpion

Related to spiders
(count the legs!),
scorpions will
glow blue in
ultraviolet light.

Madagascan Sunset Moth

Moth (and butterfly) wings get their
colors from optical interference,
not pigments.
Got
to see him
to believe
him!

Bombadier Beetle

Red Tailed Bumblebee

This beetle can swivel its spray gland 270 degrees
to eject a liquid that is as hot as boiling water.

Muscle contractions create vibrations that
give the bee its buzz and are strong
enough to knock pollen off flowers.

Mexican Redknee Tarantula

To save itself from a potentially fatal fall, a tarantula
has the ability to spin silk from its feet.

Orb Web Spider

Most orb web weavers eat their webs and
captured prey every night and weave a
new web every morning.
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The NC Zoo Society is your
bridge to more than a Zoo visit.
We make you a partner in the
Zoo’s global efforts to support
• Animal well-being
• Conservation
• Education
• Field Work
• Research
And we welcome you into a
family that cares about nature.

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Have you heard the BUZZ? The Zoo’s getting
buggy in 2014! Adventure awaits around
every turn as you come face-to-face with
13 giant animatronic invertebrates.
Discover how real bugs improve
our lives in truly epic porportions!
(Read more on pages 2, 6 and16.)

